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ABSTRACT 

A prototype model for hybrid energy producing oscillatory swing (children play unit) has been designed 

for the first time. The swing has been fabricated in a such a way that it is capable of storing electrical energy 

generated due to the oscillatory motion of the swing as well as from the photovoltaic roof top panel fixed above 

the setup. The output power can be fed to various loads like street lights, CFL bulbs, mobile phone charging units 

etc., and it shall also be easily installed in the public parks, school play grounds and kids play areas. Since the unit 

is made at an economic and affordable cost, the play areas could be illuminated by available renewable energy 

sources and may partially reduce the power burden of thegrid stations. The results have been discussed in detail.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Our proposed paper is about producing electricity from swing which is being used by children in parks, 

playhouses, schools etc. This swing is so designed and produces electricity while it is used. In it simple construction, 

the swinging action of swing makes the horizontal beam member turns through some angle continuously and 

enables to and fro motion. This motion is transferred to link which transfers this angular motion into linear one as 

well as amplifies the same. This amplified motion is then transmitted to a free wheel that uses flexible links. The 

free wheel turns this linear reciprocating motion in to circular one directional motion and transmits the same to 

flywheel. The flywheel is connected to a generator by specific transmission to increase the speed at generator end. 

The generator converts the mechanical energy into electrical and electricity is produced. Since the swing generates 

electricity only during usage, a solar photovoltaic panel has been embedded over the framed roof of the swing so 

as to ensure regular power storage even the swing is not put into use by the children. Thus hybrid electrical energy 

could be produced is very much eco-friendly and does not require much of cost. This way of electricity generation 

both through mechanical and solar means of energy can be implemented in places like parks, playschools, schools 

etc. It can alsoused in those places for lights and other electricity requisites thus reducing the burden on main grid 

which handles much load and saving electricity. 

 The way of electricity generation has another advantage that students shall know current world’s power 

demand. This will educate students newer approach of electricity generation through renewable energy sources. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

The design of proposed SPV embedded energy producing swing has been done with the aid of CATIA 

(Autodesk).The projected design is shown in front view Fig 1. 

 
Fig.1. Projected design 

Tools used for the setup: The following tools which are taken from scrap yard and declared as rejected items have 

turn effectively re-used to fabricate the SPV embedded energy producing swing system. 

(i) Stand, (ii)Swing, (iii)Connecting Rod, (iv)Spur Gear, (v)Bearings, (vi)Dynamo, (vii)Freewheel, (viii)Flywheel 

(Cycle Rim), (ix) Battery 

Specification and Dimension of used items: 
(i) The stand is of Height: 64 inch, Width: 50 inch 

(ii) The swing is of Height: 990.6mm, Width: 647.7mm, Wooden frame:2x2 

(iii) The connecting rod is of width 673.1mm at right and at left 889 mm. 
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(iv) The Spur Gear is of big spur gear:  76.2mm in diameter, 

Small spur gear: 50.8mm in diameter. 

(v) The dynamo is of Width: 25.4mm (diameter), Height:    12.7mm (diameter). 

(vi) The freewheel is ofBig Free wheel: 177.8mm in diameter 

Small Free wheel: 76.2mm in diameter, Chain length: Big: 1346.2mm, Small: 1193.8mm. 

(vii) The battery is of Chloride safe power, lead acid battery-12v 7Ah 

(ix) The Photovoltaic panel is of size 992x1956x50 mm, 20v (Newly purchased item) 

(x)9 volt to 18 volt dc converter,12 volt DC to 230 volt AC converter (Newly purchased items). 

Working: A swing is constructed which has a supporting stand on either side. A connecting rod which is placed is 

coupled with bearing at one end to swing and another end is connected to free wheel. Connecting rod has two parts. 

Small part of the rod comes from swing. Long part of the rod is attached with the left side freewheel. When swing 

is in to and fro motion the smaller part moves inside of the longer part which enables in the free motion of swing. 

Two Supporting rods are used. Rod which is placed up has width(26.5 inch) is placed at right and at left 35 

inch(down).Connecting rod is placed at 30th inch of  the swing. Side supporting frame (for balancing):66 inch. 

Then four freewheels are used. Two of them placed right and the other two on left. When swing is in to and fro 

motion, the two parts of the connecting rod, the smaller part of it will move inside of the bigger one so that the 

swing moves freely without any restrictions. The bigger free wheel located on the left rotates when swing is in “to” 

motion then causing the smaller freewheel to rotate. This action of freewheel makes the flywheel which is made 

up of cycle rim to rotate in clockwise direction. 

 Our main goal is to make the wheel always rotate even when the swing moves backward. In the cycle, 

when it moves backward wheels does not rotate. But we need our wheels to rotate continuously. This action is 

accomplished by the gear which is placed on the right side. When swing is in “fro” motion this gears attached to 

freewheel using bearing rotates causing the wheel to rotate even in “fro” motion of the swing. A 12v dc cycle 

dynamo which is connected with flywheel produces energy as a result of the above said actions which would be 

approximately about 6 to 8 volt. When the swing swings with load of 25 kg,From cycle dynamo, we get 6 to 8 v 

DC it get converted into 11 to 14 V DC, based on the velocity of the flywheel, the volts get changes. But it cannot 

decrease less than 11v DC. It can glow the 12v cycle dynamo light.  From 9 to 18 v dc convertor, the output voltage 

gets stored in the 12v dc battery. Without load in swings the convertor gives 14 v dc fully without any variations. 

The power produced is stored in a battery which is a lead acid battery. 

 Another circuit which is capable of converting the 11 to 14volt DC power into 220 to 240 volt AC power 

is used. Now the AC power of 220 to 240 volt is produced which is then connected to a switch using wire. Now 

CFL BULB is made to glow on putting the switch ON. Thus electricity is produced from the oscillatory motion of 

the swing. In addition to above, a solar photovoltaic panel of size992x1956x50 mm,20v is embedded with top roof 

of the swing. Even in the absence of the power generation due to the stationary swing, power would be continuously 

stored throughout the day owing to the incident solar radiation. 

 Hence, irrespective of the operation of the swing, the parks shall be made completely under illuminated 

condition in nights due to solar energy stored in the battery during the day time. The fabricated model of hybrid 

energy producing swing is shown below in Fig 2. 

 
Fig.2. fabricated model of hybrid energy producing swing 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  The swing made up of mild steels of 1.5inch pipe is capable of withstanding 35kg weight of 

swinger. It is well suited for the school children as shall be improvised for adult use. The swing produces the 

following output in the specified conditions. 
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Table.1. Swing produced output in specified conditions 

*SoS & O:Speed of Swing & Output, *SPV- Solar Photovoltaic 

In the case of without SPV attachment in the swing, the swing generates 6v, 9v, 11v for slow, medium and 

faster respectively. On the other hand, it produces enhanced output of 8v, 14v, 17v when the unit is equipped with 

SPV panel of size 992x1956x50 mm, 20v. The experiment is repeated for many times its yields same results. The 

obtained volts could be fed into 12v DC lead acid battery as shall be converted into AC using DC to AC convertor 

for the domestic loads. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The generated output could be effectively used for charging mobile phones, glowing CFL bulbs, street 

lights, parks lights etc., The unit is so lucid and cost is very cheap. The setup is environmentally- friendly as 

paves way both for using renewable energy as well as waste management. The implementing of proper model in 

all public parks would be reduce the load of main grid.  
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Experiment Slow (SoS& O) Medium(SoS& O) Faster(SoS& O) 

1.without SPV attached 6v 9v 11v 

2.without SPV attached 8v 14v 17v 
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